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ecological diversity depends are being
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No discipline or perspective has

the answer to this systemic challenge.
It requires more collaborative, less
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not helped with their football league

approach to the Research Excellence
Framework (‘REF’).
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is weak. There’s a failure of politics at

present with regard to food. Vast data and
studies point to the need to restructure

the food system, but too little happens.
Here in the UK, our food research
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How to unlock the contribution of agroecology in farming?
Susanne Padel and Nic Lampkin, Organic Research Centre
Food and farming research can

farms (e.g. investment in soil fertility).

agroecology1,2 But how can farmers

measurements and indicators of the

deliver public good by focusing on

make use of agroecology in practice
and what can research can do to
support them?

Two studies we undertook for the

Land Use Policy Group provide insights.
The first2 demonstrated clear potential

contribution and called for better

information and knowledge exchange
systems on agroecological practices,

building on tacit farmer knowledge and
active farmer participation, alongside
an agroecological focus in training,

education, research and innovation.
The second3 concluded that farmers

want clarity on long-term indicators that
consider the finances and resource use

Farmers need accepted definitions,

state of resources and sustainability
they can benchmark their activities.
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to help them future-proof their
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